S-Loft

Trendsetting
beddings from Stendebach.

S-Loft

Nature and technology united.
The new collection S-Loft is a symbiosis of naturalness and newest technology. Smooth cotton in
the outer fabric encloses the synthetic duo-hollow-fibre S-LOFT. The fibre was developed
especially for the area of bedding and combines the advantage of down feathers with the
impassiveness of synthetic fibres.
“The special filling material of these pillows and quilts provides a sleep comfort like down
feathers and on the other side offers an easy handling and impassiveness, as used from synthetic
fibres,” that’s how the German Rat für Formgebung argues his granting of the German Design
Award Special Mention 2019.

Hollow fibres – highly functional based on natural patterns:

That’s how the
S-Loft fibre works

Hollow fibres are produced synthetically, following the principles of natural
materials. Finest air channels provide a highly effective moisture transport,
giving positive effects for the sleeping climate and the hygiene. Furthermore,
these air channels offer a high level of thermal capacity and make the fibres
extremely light.

Outstanding advantages
S-Loft was developed to combine the best functional qualities of premium beddings with
easy-care and durability. For an unbeatable value for money you receive sleeping comfort, that
you only know from luxury beddings so far.

Cuddly and light

Warming

Caused by the special structure of the S-Loft hollow
fibre the specific weight is lowered drastically. An
amazing filling volume is reached by the helix-shaped
form of the special Duo-hollow fibre.

A unique warmth-weight-ratio characterizes the
S-Loft fibre-technology. The fibres are infused by fine air
channels, which lead to a thermal capacity above
average and a good moisture transport.

Breathable

Easy-care

Caused by the structure of the S-Loft fibres with air
channels inside the fibres and the helix-shaped form
the air can circulate excellently, without extracting
warmth. A very good moisture transport is further
assured thereby.

S-Loft products can by washed in standard washing
machines without any problems or loss in performance.
Because of the very high reset force the S-Loft hollow
fibre returns in its primarily structure and thereby keeps
its functional qualities

The S-Loft Duo hollow fibre:
The innovative S-Loft hollow fibre persists of two fused fibre-components, which give the material a distinctive helix-shaped appearance and thereby an enormous reset force – similar to
the high supporting force of visco foam. Our manufacturing process, by producing a material
with a high filling volume, allows an even lighter fibre than average hollow fibres by the exactly
equal filling capacity and makes the fibre extraordinary easy to clean and long lasting.

The S-Loft product range
S-Loft quilts
Cuddly, warming and extremely light.
The champagne-coloured premium batiste (100% cotton) from the
outer fabric in combination with the anthracite-coloured cord, the
corner edging and the one-needle-check quilting make these duvets
so special.
Available styles: Ultralight, Light, Medium, Warm and Combination
quilt

S-Loft pillows
Supporting, light and breathable.
The outer fabric out of champagne-coloured down-percale
(100% cotton) is soft and comfortable in handling. The anthracite
coloured cord underlines the premium approach of the product.
The pillow is extremely robust in washing up to even 95°C

S-Loft spring pillow
Innovative, supporting and flexible.
The supporting effects of the high-quality S-Loft fibre and an
integrated micro pocket spring inlay are combined in this unique
pillow. A flexible inner structure provides the possibility of an
individual ergonomic adaption.
The outer fabric is made of down-percale (100% cotton) and
rounded with a anthracite coloured cord.

S-Loft bolster and travel neck pillow
Comfort on the way.
These two comfort pillows from the S-Loft line are the ideal solution
for travelling or cosy relaxing at home. The innovative hollow fibre
gives the pillows an incomparable reset force, the fine down-percale
made of cotton provides a very pleasant feeling on your skin
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